1. introduction one of the most basic facts in septuagint studies is the primary text used for analysis or comparison. this statement will hardly be challenged. yet it is a fact which needs to be reflected upon. for most studies on the septuagint, but also in studies on the biblical quotations in the new testament or even in comparisons with the daughter translations, the göttingen edition or rahlfs's so-called Handausgabe is often simply taken as the starting point.1 now, there is a reason for this approach: in his critical edition rahlfs wanted to reconstruct the old greek and the göttingen edition maintains that same goal. yet it is and remains a goal only, and how this goal is pursued and perhaps achieved depends on the methods and presuppositions of the editor; and that's exactly where codex Vaticanus comes into play. the critical editions use different manuscripts for their reconstructions, yet codex Vaticanus takes pride of place and dominates the editions. rahlfs states in his Handausgabe that he mostly relies on the Majuscules B, s and a; among them-with a few exceptions as in the book of Judges-he basically followed Manuscript B, the codex Vaticanus. the same holds true for most of the volumes in the göttingen edition.
The Importance of B for the Editions
since the 16th century codex Vaticanus has remained the most important, i.e. the most highly esteemed, manuscript for septuagint editions and research. With the exception of the aldina from 1518 and the complutensian Polyglot from 1514-1717, and starting with the sixtina (1587), almost all editions of the septuagint were more or less based on codex Vaticanus.
the first printed version of the septuagint appeared in Venice in 1518 from the printer aldine and is therefore called the aldina. it used manuscripts which were available in the city at that time. at about the same time the famous complutensian Polyglot was prepared at the alcala university in complutum, near Madrid. for this edition manuscripts from rome and other cities were collected or borrowed.2 after about two generations the later Pope sixtus V initiated and published a new edition; manuscripts were sought and codex Vaticanus became the basis of the new edition, not only because it was available in rome, but also because of its excellent state of preservation and legibility.
Basically all septuagint editions from the 17th through to the 19th centuries,3 and even into the first half of the 20th century, have been based on the codex Vaticanus. More or less the only exception was Johannes ernestus grabe's edition of 1709-1720, which was based on codex alexandrinus. Practically all other editions are diplomatic editions of codex Vaticanus with an ever expanding critical apparatus, i.e. with the readings of other manuscripts as they became available. this holds true also for the editions of holmes-Parsons,4 of swete,5 and of Brooke-Mclean.6 even the critical edition by rahlfs and, to a large extent, the göttingen edition rely heavily on codex "B."
